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Learning Objectives


See examples of 3D model standards



Discover the options that 3D modeling gives you



Discover the workflow of building a construction package from a 3D model



Learn how to facilitate material cost control and project bill of materials

Description
Electric Grid Transmission and Distribution Construction Standards (STDs) have traditionally been built
on known rules in order to conservatively model pole structures to meet code safety and compliance
requirements. These STDs were created in 2D, published as “Standards,” and added to construction job
packages to aid installation. Moving those same detail STDs to Inventor software 3D models opens a
whole new list of opportunities, such as: Do I keep the STDs the same and just add those detail 2D
drawings from 3D to the construction package? Do the STDs change based on the new 3D model? Do I
share these 3D models with designers and construction contractors, or do I share just the same 2D detail
drawings? How do I manage all the data and share with internal/external designers, engineers, and
contractors? How do I create an interactive 3D construction assembly simulation? How do I create 3D
models as training tools? How do I streamline construction STDs data management? How do I facilitate
material cost control and project “bill of material”?

Your AU Experts
Kevin Galloway graduated from California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo with his
bachelor’s and master’s degrees in Civil Engineering, emphasizing in structural engineering and is a
registered professional engineer in the state of California. Kevin currently works at San Diego Gas and
Electric in their Civil/Structural Engineering group supporting both transmission and substation projects.
He recently helped start the conversion of SDGE’s transmission standards from 2D‐3D and will be
assisting with the use of 3D modeling to build a better job package.
Melissa Thomas is part of Autodesk Consulting and works with Utility and Manufacturing customers to
innovate the design process. She is a Mechanical Engineering graduate of Penn State and has been in
the engineering industry for 18 years. She has been featured in "Engineering Crossings" and "Women
Engineer" magazines.
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Electric Grid Transmission and Distribution Construction Standards (STDs)
Introduction
Electric Grid Transmission and Distribution Construction Standards (STDs) have traditionally been built
on known rules in order to conservatively model pole structures to meet code safety and compliance
requirements. These STDs were created in 2D, published as “Standards,” and added to construction job
packages to aid installation.
Example of a 2D Standard

FIGURE 1: (L) ACTUAL POLE, (R) 2D STANDARD

The construction package uses mainly the 2D standards in order to know how to construct the
pole. These standards are fluid meaning that if this particular pole had interference, Aerial
lighting, or not enough climbing space, there would be a noted change on the drawing of the
pole shown in the construction package.
Sometimes changes are done as they are constructing the project and those are marked “As
Built” and the marked up construction package is sent back to a group to get the changes
incorporated into the documents. Because the construction of the pole is determined by
different standards, that means that most of the fixes remain as notes on a package unless it is
determined that a change in the standard is needed.
Standards
Previously, all standards were drafted in AutoCAD and then published in pdf. There is a
standards group comprised of engineers and drafters who are constantly working on updating
and creating new standards as well as engineers and designers who are made aware of
improvements that could be made as well. A process for tracking the progress of the standards
as well as documenting possible improvements would ultimately improve productivity.
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Alignment Maps
Alignment maps show where the poles are being installed and are the only Design file besides
the Standard Sheets and a pole data sheet that the construction package contains. These maps
are AutoCAD drawings that show the existing line with a mark where the new pole(s) will go.

FIGURE 2: EXAMPLE ALIGNMENT MAP
At the top center of the alignment map is the existing pole configuration and the new pole
configuration. This is shown clearer in Figure 3 below:

FIGURE 3: NEW AND EXISTING POLE
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This means that the knowledge on how to construct a pole including what steps to take is past
down from various predecessors. The fact that we at SDG&E are looking to join the BIM process
is not surprising and a big part of that is getting away from traditional 2D models and going to a
shared 3D library for standards, but also to create a process where the status of a standard
being changed is viewable by everyone and kept in the same place.
Terminology
When we were getting started with the project, the terminology of the 3D versions of the standards was
created to get everyone on the same page. The SAP numbered (purchased) items were called “parts”.
Then we named the next levels kits, then assembly, and facilities. A short description and example
picture is shown below.
Parts
The part is the lowest level on the model and is represented by San Diego Gas & Electric’s Stock
Number.

FIGURE 4: EXAMPLE OF A PART
Kits
Kits are more than one part (Stock Number) that could potentially be purchased together. For example,
a bolted connection as shown below:

FIGURE 5: EXAMPLE OF A KIT
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Assemblies
Assemblies are more than one part (Stock Number) that would not be purchased together. For
example, a pole top assembly as shown below:

FIGURE 6: EXAMPLE OF AN ASSEMBLY
Facilities
Facilities are the entire pole with all parts, kits, and assemblies as shown below:

FIGURE 7: EXAMPLE OF A FACILITY
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3D Standards
Moving from an AutoCAD or 2D Standards to a 3D Standards not only opened many different
possibilities, but also created some questions.
Do I keep the STDs the same and just add those detail 2D drawings from 3D to the
construction package?
This first option is to build the pole in 3D using automation in Autodesk Inventor and add those
prints to the construction package.

FIGURE 8: EXAMPLE OF 3D MODEL
Do the STDs change based on the new 3D model?
The second option is to build the pole in 3D using automation in Autodesk Inventor and add
those prints to the construction package, but also use a 3D model for the new standard.

FIGURE 9: EXAMPLE OF 3D MODEL STANDARD
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Do I share these 3D models with designers and construction contractors, or do I share just the
same 2D detail drawings?
The 3D model is used to get 2D details of the pole design and to give instructions to the
construction crew that can be printed out, but even though it was a great improvement to have
the detail of the model in the construction package, with 3D models, the question became “Why
not keep it as a 3D assembly?”
We found that the 3D model can be used on iPad to review the design, steps of construction,
and give feedback. We are currently in a phase of the project where we are going to test this
out during a real project to see how construction services likes it and whether it will help us get
our “as built” back faster and with less changes.
How do I manage all the data and share with internal/external designers, engineers, and
contractors?
One of the biggest changes in the BIM transformation was the tracking of the many files that are
part of the construction project. AutoCAD files without xrefs are easy to copy, email, and save;
however, that is not the case when we now have an assembly with parts, BOM, drawings, and
other associated files linked.
A new defined workflows was important in order to give everyone visibility while only allowing
few modify capability. The review of the 3D models was controlled and documented by using
Autodesk Vault.
When we first started none of us were familiar with Vault or Inventor so it was difficult to
“approve” the delivery of the new 3D models. We knew the benefit of having the model in 3D
but hadn’t really thought about what makes a good Inventor model.
With Autodesk’s help we created a review process that we called PRC (Part Review Check)
where we had Autodesk walk us through the model and then we discussed what dimensions,
properties we wanted to check. After we got more comfortable, we checked the parts on our
own and used Vault Lifecycle States to share information with Autodesk.
We passed on requested changes by noting on the drawing any changes and putting the file in
the state “WIP”. Autodesk then knew to look at the parts and update them. We worked out the
following workflow for approving the parts, kits, assembly, and facilities.

WIP

Check

Preliminary
Approval

Published

FIGURE 10: EXAMPLE OF WORKFLOW
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How do I create an interactive 3D construction assembly simulation?
Interactive Assembly Simulation is the next level in a BIM Project. This is something that we
don’t currently have and that is a progression of construction. This represents stages of
assembly (with notes from our standards) shown at appropriate times of construction. Now we
can define the steps of replacing the pole without a lot of extra effort.

FIGURE 11: EXAMPLE OF ASSEMBLY SIMULATION
How do I create 3D models as training tools?
Once we saw some models in 3D, the option of using these for training was brought up by one
of our team members. At the beginning, we were focused on creating a better construction
package, but seeing the models in 3D, it made sense to use these for training since most of the
parts are large and difficult to view in the field.
For example, the poles are analyzed for climbing space, and interference, and grounding
options. In the past we would use the manufacturer’s prints for this analysis.
Locations for some parts in drawings can be based on an orientation and a distance. This makes
fabrication simple but can make a review of potential conflicts difficult. Often times it is difficult
to see if there is interference or not as you attempt to visualize the fully assembled pole. The
ability to check interference on a pole assembly can help save a great deal of time.
Notice in Figure 12 that we found interference simply by using the built in tools in Inventor, but
in addition to that, a simple review of the pole to avoid further construction problems could be
accomplished.
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FIGURE 12: EXAMPLE OF 3D MODEL
How do I streamline construction data management?
The further we got into the project, the further value we found in Vault. It was a great way to
track the creation of our 3D models and we started to think that it would also be a great place to
put all of the artifacts of the construction package.
There are many forms and non‐design documents that are a part of the construction package.
The idea is to publish our pdf of the entire package from the vault. This way we can put all of
the documents in a “Released to Construction” state when we send out the construction
package and now we have the history of it for final record keeping.

FIGURE 13: EXAMPLE OF PROJECT FILES
Once the package is put together, we are going to test using BIM 360 to create a check list for
the contractors. They will be able to go through the list with views of the pole in 3D where they
can mark any changes used in construction and view all documents while in the field.
How do I facilitate project costs and BOM?
Another initiative at our company is to get a better starting estimate and in order to get a better
estimate, it is important to get a better early design. In the early estimating phase we don’t
usually do a field walk so most estimates are created from the 2D circuit maps.
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We are looking at using InfraWorks to place simplified pole assemblies (conceptual) in the actual
location and use simple tools like alternatives, environmental zones, and pulling in costs to get a
better design before we start. The cost information and BOM will be pulled from Autodesk
Vault. This will ensure that we are getting the latest design and cost information. Our goal is to
have minor changes as the project goes through the rest of the design phases and by the time it
is constructed, to have removed the unknowns from the design.

FIGURE 14: EXAMPLE OF 3D MODEL BOM

Conclusion
The major benefits that we are seeing so far are…


Automated BOM vs. Typed
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3D conflict checks and review



One location for all projects files as well as standards



Better estimates and view of potential designs



Better communication with the field
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